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Abstract— Measurement the linguistics similarity between 

words is a vital part in varied tasks on the online like relation 

extraction, community mining, document agglomeration, and 

automatic data extraction. Despite the utility of linguistics 

similarity measures in these applications, accurately 

measurement linguistics similarity between 2 words (or 

entities) remains a difficult task. A method is proposed to 

estimate semantic similarity using page counts and text 

snippets retrieved from a web search engine for two words. 

Specifically, various word co-occurrence measures are 

defined using page counts and integrate those with lexical 

patterns extracted from text snippets. To identify the 

numerous semantic relations that exist between two given 

words, pattern extraction algorithm and pattern clustering 

algorithm are proposed. The best combination of page counts-

based co-occurrence measures and lexical pattern clusters is 

learned mistreatment support vector machines. The projected 

methodology outperforms varied baselines and antecedently 

projected web-based linguistics similarity measures on 3 

benchmark knowledge sets showing a high correlation with 

human ratings. Moreover, the projected methodology 

considerably improves the accuracy in a very community 

mining task. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Web mining applications like, community extraction, relation 

detection, and entity elucidation, need the power to accurately 

live the linguistics similarity between ideas or entities. In data 

retrieval, one in all the most issues is to retrieve a group of 

documents that's semantically associated with a given user 

question. Efficient estimation of linguistics similarity 

between words is essential for varied language process tasks 

like acceptation elucidation (WSD), textual entailment, and 

automatic text summarization. 

 Semantically connected words of a selected word 

area unit listed in manually created general lexical Ontologies 

like WordNet. In WordNet, a synset contains a set of 

synonymous words for a particular sense of a word. However, 

linguistics similarity between entities changes over time and 

across domains. For example, apple is often related to 

computers on the online. However, this sense of apple isn't 

listed in most general thesauri or dictionaries. A user who 

searches for apple on the online, might be interested in this 

sense of apple and not apple as a fruit. New words area unit 

perpetually being created yet as new senses area unit assigned 

to existing words. Manually maintaining ontologies to 

capture these new words and senses is dear if not possible. 

 Hence a proposed automatic method is used to 

estimate the semantic similarity between words or entities 

using web search engines. Because of the immensely varied 

documents and therefore the high rate of the online, it's time 

overwhelming to research every document one by one. Web 

search engines offer interface to the present immense data. 

Page counts and snippets area unit 2 helpful data sources 

provided by most internet search engines. Page count is the 

estimation of the quantity of pages that contain the query 

words. In general, page count might not essentially be capable 

the word frequency as a result of the queried word would 

possibly seem again and again on one page. Page count for 

the question P AND Q may be thought of as a worldwide live 

of co-occurrence of words P and Q. For example, the page 

count of the question “apple” AND “computer” in Google is 

288,000,000, whereas an equivalent for “banana” AND 

“computer” is just 3,590,000. The quite eighty times a lot of 

varied page counts for “apple” AND “computer” indicate  

that apple is a lot of semantically like laptop than is banana. 

 Despite its simplicity, exploitation of page counts 

alone as a live of co-occurrence of 2 words presents many 

drawbacks. First, page count analysis ignores the position of 

a word in a very page. Therefore, even if 2 words seem in a 

very page, they might not be actually related. Second, page 

count of a polysemous (a word with multiple senses) would 

possibly contain a mix of all its senses. For example, page 

counts for apple contain page counts for apple as a fruit and 

apple as a corporation. Moreover, given the dimensions and 

noise on the online, some words might co-occur on some 

pages without being actually related. For those reasons, page 

counts alone square measure unreliable once measure 

linguistics similarity. 

 Snippets, a short window of text extracted by a hunt 

engine round the question term in a very document, offer 

helpful data concerning the native context of the question 

term. However, no guarantee exists that all the information 

we need to measure semantic similarity between a given pair 

of words is contained in the top-ranking snippets. So a 

method that considers both page counts and lexical syntactic 

patterns extracted from snippets are proposed to overcome 

the drawbacks. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

R.Menaha and G.Anupriya, “Semantic Similarity 

Measurement between Words using Swd & Snippets”, deals 

with the measuring of semantic similarity which remains a 

challenging task and proposed a method to measure 

linguistics similarity between words exploitation net as data 

supply by combining 2 existing approaches to live linguistics 

similarity they are: linguistics Word Distance (SWD) and 

Snippets. The SWD measure found the semantic similarity by 

determining the frequency of occurrences of the words in web 

pages. The semantic relation between words were obtained 

through lexical patterns which are extracted from text 

snippets. Therefore SWD and Snippets were integrated to 

determine semantic relation between two words using the 

web as information source. 

 Sheetal A. Takale and Sushma S. Nandgaonkar,” 

Measuring Semantic Similarity between Words Using Web 
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Documents”, proposed a web based metrics to compute the 

semantic similarity between words or terms and  also 

compares with the state-of-the-art. A new approach for 

measurement linguistics similarity between words 

exploitation the Snippets came back by Wikipedia and also 

the 5 totally different similarity measures of association were 

used. The snippets obtained were preprocessed that involves 

three different steps, they are elimination of stop words, 

suffix removal & stemming and keywords or index terms 

selection based on the frequency of prevalence of terms 

within the given snip. 

 Kamatchi.M and Sundaram.N,” Measuring 

Semantic Similarity Between Words And Improving Word 

Similarity By Augmenting PMI”, deals with the aim to 

measure semantic similarity between two given words with 

utmost accuracy and identified the numerous semantic 

relations that exist between two given words. Point wise 

mutual data (PMI) could  be a wide used word similarity live, 

but it lacks a clear explanation of how it works. PMI max 

estimates the maximum correlation between two words,i.e., 

the correlation between their closest senses. A lexical pattern 

extraction algorithm was proposed to extract numerous 

semantic relations that exist between two words. Moreover, a 

sequential pattern clustering algorithm was proposed to 

identify different lexical patterns that describe the semantic 

relation. 

 D. Renukadevi, S. Sumathi,”For Text Classification 

and Clustering Using Fuzzy C-means Algorithm”, faced that 

a very large number of people would be required to interact 

more frequently with computer systems. To make the man- 

machine interaction simpler in such things, it is desirable to 

have systems capable of handling inputs in a variety of forms, 

such as printed/handwritten paper documents. The computer 

ought to with efficiency method the scanned pictures of 

written documents, the techniques need to be more 

sophisticated. The document is extracted, pre-processed and 

ranked using frequency of each word that can be calculated 

by using Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency 

method. Then the similar data is sorted along exploitation 

fuzzy c-mean agglomeration. This formula is to enhance the 

clump accuracy and fewer classification time. 

 Danushka Bollegala, Yutaka Matsuo, Mitsuru 

Ishizuka, “A Relational Model of Semantic Similarity 

between Words using Automatically Extracted Lexical 

Pattern Clusters from the Web”, proposed a relational model 

to measure the semantic similarity between two words. First, 

to represent the numerous semantic relations that exist 

between two words, extract lexical patterns from snippets 

retrieved from a web search engine. Second, they cluster the 

extracted patterns to identify the semantically related 

patterns. Third, using the pattern clusters, defined a feature 

vector to represent two words and compute the semantic 

similarity by taking into account the inter-cluster correlation. 

 L.Suganya, Dr.B.Srinivasan,“Effcient Semantic 

Similarity Based Fcm For Inferring User Search Goals With 

Feedback Sessions”, proposed FCM approach to infer user 

search goals for a query by clustering its feedback sessions 

represented by pseudo documents. 

 Lixin Han, Linping Sun, Guihai Chen, Li Xie,” 

ADSS: An approach to determining semantic similarity”, 

proposed an approach to determining the semantic similarity. 

This approach took into consideration of the similarity 

between two entities and their similarity reflected in context. 

Furthermore, the approach provides an efficient Tabu Search 

algorithm combined with multi-objective programming 

algorithm to improve the precision. They proposed a method 

called ADSS that takes into consideration such criteria as the 

similarity between two entities and their similarity reflected 

in context. Their approach had a higher precision as the 

computing workload increases with a larger number of 

entities.  

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Semantic Similarity 

Semantic similarity, variously also called “semantic 

closeness” is a concept whereby a set of documents or terms 

within term lists are assigned a metric based on the likeness 

of their semantic content. 

B. Pattern Extraction Algorithm 

The input texts are then split for page count calculation, this 

will helps to get the related items of those inputs as individual 

and also in combine. After that the text snippets, which are 

used to retrieve the related item from the online will get and 

make an extraction from that too. For each entry, the 

definition is processed looking for words that are connected 

with the entry in Wikipedia by means of a hyperlink. If there 

is a relation in Word Net between the entry and any of those 

words, the context is analyzed and a pattern is extracted for 

that relation. 

C. Pattern Clustering Algorithm 

1) The extracted lexical patterns are clustered based on the 

similarity with respect to given cluster. 

2) Each cluster contains patterns that express similar 

semantic relations. 

3) The sorted clusters in ascending order do mean that the 

most useful clusters are at the top. 

4) A two- class SVM is trained with both synonymous and 

non-synonymous word pairs generated from Word Net. 

5) For example, for 50 words the word pairs are extracted 

and the total number of words in the training data is 100. 

6) Lexical patterns thus extracted are clustered and given to 

SVM. 

D. Support Vector Machine 

Support Vector Machines (SVM) square measure a 

replacement applied math learning technique. Support Vector 

Machines use a hyper-linear separating plane to form a 

classifier. For issues that can't be linearly separated within the 

input house, this machine offers a possibility to find a solution 

by making a non-linear transformation of the original input 

space into a high dimensional feature space, where an optimal 

separating hyper plane can be found. Those separating planes 

square measure optimum, which suggests that a greatest 

margin classifier with reference to the coaching knowledge 

set will be obtained. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A semantic similarity measure using both page counts and 

snippets retrieved from a web search engine for two words 
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was proposed. Four word co-occurrence measures were 

computed mistreatment page counts. A lexical pattern 

extraction algorithm to extract numerous semantic relations 

that exist between two words was proposed. Moreover, a 

consecutive pattern cluster rule was planned to spot totally 

different lexical patterns that describe a similar linguistic 

relation. Both page counts-based co-occurrence measures and 

lexical pattern clusters were accustomed outline options for a 

word try. A two-class SVM was trained mistreatment those 

options extracted for synonymous and nonsynonymous word 

pairs. Experimental results on data sets showed that the 

proposed method outperforms various baselines as well as 

previously used web-based semantic similarity measures by 

achieving a high correlation with human ratings and also the 

F-score in a community mining is improved. 
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